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Webinar Logistics

• Type questions in the chat window
• We will stop from time to time to answer
• The webinar is being recorded and the link 

and presentation will be emailed out to 
those who registered for the webinar in the 
next couple of days.

• Archive also available on the iNACOL
website



Webinar Outline
Assessments and Grading for Teachers in 

K-12 Competency-Based Education

• Defining mastery grading
• Mastery grading in action
• Mastery grading dream state
• Q&A



Contact Information

• Julianna Charles Brown, Associate Director, 
Mastery Collaborative
– jcb@masterycollaborative.org

• Christy Kingham, Peer-collaborative ELA Teacher, 
The Young Women’s Leadership School of Astoria
– christy@tywls-astoria.org

• Megan Minturn, Dance Teacher, 
Brooklyn International High School
– meganminturn@mybihs.org



Introductions

Julianna Charles Brown,
Mastery Collaborative

Megan Minturn, Brooklyn International HS 

Christy Kingham, TYWLS Astoria



Innovative Education in 
New York

• New York State -
Emerging personalized 
learning opportunities

• New York City - Large 
urban district with 
individual school 
autonomy
– Fertile ground for 

exploration of new ideas
See iNACOL’s Promising State Policies for Personalized Learning



Competency Education 
in New York City

• NYC Mastery Collaborative 
– 40+ Schools
– Peer-to-peer learning
– Resource sharing

See www.masterycollaborative.org for more.



What is mastery 
grading?

• Mastery grading fundamentally shifts:
– Learning goals
– Teaching and learning 
– How learning is measured and how that 

measurement is communicated to students



Learning Goals



Learning Goals

• How do learning goals shift in a 
competency learning environment?
– Up-front and transparent
– Shift to a skill-based framework
– Become more relevant to students

• How does this shift change teaching 
practice?
– Content is delivered through the lens of skills 

development 



Teaching & Learning

Multiple Opportunities

Scaffolded

Spiraled



Teaching & Learning

• What shifts in the classroom when time is 
replaced as the main organizational unit 
of the classroom?
– Learning goals replace time as the coin of trade
– Students less likely to move forward with gaps 
– Assessments are not the moment where learning 

stops and labels are handed out



Assessment & Grading 



Assessment

• What does is mean to achieve mastery?
– When a skill is demonstrated multiple times, across 

multiple types of assessments. At that point the 
student is ready to move on to the next part of a 
learning progression

• How do you assess for mastery?
– Project, performance, and portfolio-based 

assessments
– Up-front, transparent rubrics
– Multiples opportunities to demonstrate skill acquisition



Grading

• How does grading shift?
– Grades are given on skills rather than content 
– Traditional marks are de-emphasized, mastery scale 

is used 
– Students move to growth mindset where grades are 

earned rather than given 
• What types of assessment are considered 

when you grade?
– Multiple forms of assessment in different contexts
– Later assessments may be counted more than earlier 

(aka The Power Law)



Questions?



Mastery Grading 
in Action

• Mastery grading in two example units 
– Christy @TYWLS with My POV
– Megan @BIHS with Water



Mastery Grading in 
Action: My POV

• Brief Unit Summary: Through a study of narrative non-fiction, 
students will re-explore the tools writers use to effectively transact 
with a reader. Students will then transfer these skills to their own 
narrative non-fiction writing- culminating in the college essay. By 
considering the college essays as a strong piece of narrative non-
fiction, students will have a chance for their honesty, creativity and 
personal philosophies to emerge in this work and beyond.

Christy Kingham, The Young Women’s Leadership School of Astoria

- 11th grade ELA
- 5-6 weeks 
- Project-based design



Learning Goals: My POV

Christy Kingham, The Young Women’s Leadership School of Astoria



Teaching & Learning: 
My POV

• Building Evidence
– Narrative non-fiction scrapbook and annotations
– Color of Water reading and on-demand writing and 

discussions
– This I Believe essay revision
– Your POV: The College Essay

• Moving asynchronously
– Writers workshops
– Opportunities for revision
– Independent reading of memoir mentor text

Christy Kingham, The Young Women’s Leadership School of Astoria



Assessment: My POV

Christy Kingham, The Young Women’s Leadership School of Astoria



Grading: My POV

Color of Water reading 
and On-demand 

Discussions

This I Believe 
Essay

Christy Kingham, The Young Women’s Leadership School of Astoria



Conclusions: My POV

• What worked well in this unit?
• How did you know a student was ready 

to move on to the next unit?
• What will you do differently next time?
• What else?

Christy Kingham, The Young Women’s Leadership School of Astoria



Mastery Grading in 
Action: Water

Megan Minturn, Brooklyn International High School

- 9th&10th grade dance
- 5-6 weeks
- Project-based design



Learning Goals: Water

Megan Minturn, Brooklyn International High School



Teaching & Learning: 
Water

• Building a portfolio project: Advocating for 
water through poetry and dance
– Improvising inspired by water, small groups
– Peer-to-peer feed back and revision
– Layering group dances into a class piece 
– Dance Analysis and further revision
– Advocacy and movement choirs
– Final portfolio presentation

Megan Minturn, Brooklyn International High School



Assessment & Grading: 
Water

Mgan Minturn, Brooklyn International High School



Conclusions: Water

• What worked well in this unit?
• How did you know a student was ready 

to move on to the next unit?
• What will you do differently next time?
• What else?

Megan Minturn, Brooklyn International High School



Questions?



Mastery Grading 
Dream State

• Moving towards the dream state:
– The shift away from traditional grades
– Creating consistency
– Personalized pacing and classroom 

communities 



Mastery Grading 
Dream State

In an ideal mastery learning environment traditional 
alphanumeric grades are not present. 

What you can do now:
– Move courses to an annualized (year-long) term model so the 

grades appear less frequently
– De-emphasize grades as something that is expected in the 

classroom by both grading less and disaggregating grades
– Engage colleagues in regular conversations about the flaws of 

traditional grades; read and recommend books to that goal*
– Calculate final grades as the number of competencies mastered 

or exceeded in given time period out of the total number of 
competencies in a given term 

* Failing at School by Camille Farrington, The End of Average by Todd Rose, Hacking Assessment by Star Sackstein 



Mastery Grading 
Dream State

A student’s experience of grading should be consistent 
across all classrooms with regards to how 

competencies and performance levels are articulated, 
assessed, and ultimately graded.

What you can do now:
– Build outcome alignment activities into collaborative work time
– Have a clear governing philosophy around what it means to 

master and exceed expectations
– Develop common rubrics for shared learning goals
– Plan a PD day where teachers have to opportunity to grade 

student work from other classes 
– Engage students in regular conversations around their 

experience of your school’s mastery system



Mastery Grading 
Dream State

Pacing is personalized while classrooms also maintain 
a sense of collaboration and community.

What you can do now:
– Create a culture where it is understood that all students bring 

something to the classroom and all students are working on 
something

– Use technology to deliver lectures/lessons and save class time 
for collaborative and independent work 

– Make the highest proficiency level the ability to teach a skill to 
classmates

– Build in class time where students have the opportunity to work 
on different tasks 

– Allow students to bring their interests into reading, projects, and 
presentation, tag those things to skill acquisition 



Questions?



Thanks, please stay in 
touch!

• NYC Mastery Collaborative
– www.masterycollaborative.org

• Julianna Charles Brown, Associate Director, 
Mastery Collaborative
– jcb@masterycollaborative.org

• Christy Kingham, Peer-collaborative ELA Teacher, 
The Young Women’s Leadership School of Astoria
– christy@tywls-astoria.org

• Megan Minturn, Dance Teacher, 
Brooklyn International High School
– meganminturn@mybihs.org


